
DESCRIPTION
Emulate is a company that resulted from a project at
Wyss Institute of Harvard University. It's goal is to change
the future of public health, not only for humans but for
animals. For years, animal testing has paved the way for
understanding medication, food, and environmental
factors, but now pharmaceutical testing can be done i na
way that doesn't harm animals and is more applicable to
humans. This new way of testing uses a micro-device
known as 'Organs-on-Chips' or organ chips. These are
about the size of a flash drive, made of clear flexible
polymer, and contain hollow channels lined with human
organ-specific cells that can be applied to mimic the
physical environment of live organs. 

Organs-on-Chips offers a new standard for predicting
human response with greater precision and control than
today's cell culture or animal-based methods. This is an
incredible example of how technology can be used to
reduce negative effects on animals, and there are
countless more opportunities to develop alternatives to
animal models in various areas of study. 

ANIMAL CAREER PROFILES

TYPICAL
SALARY

EDUCATION
An ideal candidate of animal advocacy in technology will
have a bachelor's degree in a science related field, such
as biology, ecology, or animal sciences, couples with four
to six years of experience in scientific product testing.
For the Emulate project specifically, candidates must
have special expertise in cell culturing and in performing
immunocytochemistry. The position also requires
experience working in containment (BSL-2 or higher).
Because Emulate is a startup, they are seeking
candidates who have experience in working in startups
as well. 

ANIMAL ADVOCACY IN
TECHNOLOGY

$60K-
$80K

SKILLS & QUALIFICATIONS

Ability to Write and Validate Product
Design - making the product is only part
of the process, but designing complex
products such as these may be the most
important step in the process 

Biological Laboratory Experience -
being comfortable in a lab setting and with
lab equipment is extremely important for
these tech positions 

Biology Knowledge - Emulate and other
companies like it are creating products
that utilize human biological complexities 

Mechanical  and Technological Skills -
working for animal advocacy in technology
not only means working with complex
technology, but creating new technological
advancements


